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Abstract: Interest from academics, policy–makers and practitioners in eco-innovation has increased
as it enables the optimization of the use of natural resources improving competitiveness and it
provides a conceptual framework for corporate sustainability. In this context, this paper provides an
in-depth analysis and a wide classification of the specific indicators for the integrated measurement
of eco-innovation projects in business from a resource-based view (RBV). The specific metrics were
tested to measure the economic-financial and environmental resources and capabilities applied by
five Spanish firms to eco-innovation projects, selected as case studies.
Keywords: eco-innovation; resource-based view; environmental management accounting; project
management control; corporate finance; circular economy
1. Introduction
In recent years, a growing number of studies have been undertaken to analyse eco-innovation
projects and those aspects linked to the exploitation of natural resources and the reduction of
the ecological footprint of industrial production [1–3]. The term eco-innovation is commonly
associated with the development of new ecological products, the consumption of renewable or
more sustainable sources and the reduction of waste through technological innovation based on
or pursuing eco-efficiency [4], which was derived from the search for an increase in competitiveness
through environmental improvement [5]. In fact, the increasing importance of environmental issues
for companies can be driven through eco-innovation, generating competitive advantages [6] and,
ultimately, economic and environmental efficiency [7].
Nevertheless, eco-innovation remains difficult to implement in business [8] and how firms
might manage it to gain a competitive advantage is still under discussion among academics [9],
as eco-innovation attempts to obtain overall improvements in economic performance and
environmental areas simultaneously, in the transition to new business models such as the circular
economy [10]. Despite the fact that corporate management plays an important role to accelerating
eco-innovation [11] in many European countries, eco-innovation projects are not common in industries
due to significant barriers and a negligible culture of excluding eco-innovation from an organization’s
strategy [12]. Thus, to elucidate external and internal factors that can encourage companies to invest
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more in eco-innovation projects can explain part of the main dilemma of achieving equilibrium between
economic and environmental efficiency in business [13].
In the last decade, external factors such as regulation, barriers and drivers for eco-innovation in
firms have been analysed [14–21], within the theoretical framework of institutional theory [22,23] or
stakeholder theory [24–26].
Internal business factors, such as resources and capabilities related to eco-innovation have also
been analysed within the resources-based view (RBV) [8,27–33] to understand the systemic process
of eco-innovation. However, these contributions only provide fragmented evidence of some of the
resources needed for such projects, and resources applied to eco-innovation by business are sometimes
measured in tangents with capabilities without a thorough explanation of how they complement
one another.
To the best of our knowledge, the debate on the specificity of the applied resources and their
integrated measurement for eco-innovation is still ongoing [34,35] because there are a limited number
of studies specifically measuring the wide types of resources applied by companies to eco-innovation
and the output generated by these investments. Resources, capabilities and eco-innovation outcomes
have been addressed in the literature but they have not been analysed and combined in the same
integrated measurement framework.
Based on these premises, the main objective of this study is to define, classify and measure the
specific resources and capabilities applied to the eco-innovation investments by the firms in order
to provide an integrated measurement of eco-innovation and to analyse the influence of businesses’
financial and environmental resources and capabilities in the eco-innovation projects.
In this context, as the internal factors of companies are affected, their active collaboration
in classifying and measuring the specific resources and capabilities that are applied to perform
investments in eco-innovation is required. Thus, a qualitative analysis of five case studies of
eco-innovation projects in manufacturing firms in Spain was carried out to test the endogenous
inputs (resources and capabilities) used when investing in eco-innovation and the interrelations with
the obtained outcomes.
In summary, the definition, classification and application of integrated indicators represents
one of the contributions of this study to analyse the relevance of the specific economic-financial and
environmental resources and capabilities available for eco-innovation in firms which has remained
relatively unexplored in the eco-innovation literature in the framework of RBV. The development of
these metrics has not been achieved in previous studies in this field to the same degree of specificity
and range, differentiating the resources of the capabilities and of the obtained results, being in turn
classified among those that primarily refer to the economic factors of the environmental ones.
In this paper, after the introduction, a review of the literature and the study background are
summarized to identify the gap in the knowledge of the RBV. The applied methodology and the
analyses of the cases are described in a specific section that introduces the obtained results. Finally,
in the conclusion, a brief discussion is provided to summarize the principal results obtained in this
study and to suggest future lines of research.
2. Background
Although the literature on the interrelated subjects, eco-innovation, project management and RBV,
is too vast to be cited in this paper, it is important to highlight the principal authors of interest to in
this field.
Eco-innovation has systemic conditions and is generally developed in a fast-changing
environment that has fomented an ongoing debate in the literature based on different theoretical
positions about the internal factors that allows for the competitive improvement of companies that
carry out eco-innovative investments. The seminal contribution of Penrose [36], who considered
that firms needed to organize their resources and capabilities in order to become more competitive,
was followed by Barney [37,38] and other authors that have endorsed the RBV as a valid theoretical
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framework from which to undertake analyses of the resources and capabilities necessary for
eco-innovation [22,28,29,39–41]. Nevertheless, some authors, such as Priem and Butler [42],
have discussed whether the RBV theory provides additional insight over traditional organizations’
understandings. Although several authors have advocated the value of the RBV [38,43–45], the debate
is still open [46].
In this field, the implementation of environmental management systems has been widely
analysed [41,47–50], as well as the implementation of certifications such as the ISO 14001 or
EMAS [14,51] because they are considered resources and capabilities related to the environmental
performance of firms. The technological capabilities for R&D and the link between eco-innovation and
competitiveness has also been also studied [48,52–54].
Some authors have analysed the organizational resources that firms strategically use for
innovation [55–57]. Financial resources, access to capital and the availability of public funds for
the environmental improvement of a firm have been also analysed [25,29,58,59], as well as the size of
the firms that has often been considered as a necessary resource for innovation [18,60–62]. However,
it can be stated that there is a tendency in the literature to apply the RBV without differentiating
between the resources and the capabilities of firms in empirical analyses of eco-innovation [8,27,29–32,
63].
Taking another approach, it has been demonstrated that environmental R&D investment or
internal R&D activity facilitate eco-innovation in business [40,59,64–66] and both have been related to
patent registration and ongoing innovation activity [2,22,67]. Human resources [68–70], knowledge
for innovation [71] and intellectual capital have been included among resources for eco-innovation as
partial replacements for raw material input and human capital [29,72–74].
In summary, the capabilities that are traditionally indicated for eco-innovation processes are
age [75], experience and the know-how associated with ‘routine’ firm activities [76–81]; this is the
case for internally or for externally developed knowledge [82]. In this sense, Muller et al. [83] noted
that the ability of firms to combine several process innovations (productive efficiency) or to produce
different innovative products is relevant when developing eco-innovations [84,85], as is their ability
to anticipate regulation changes [86].Technological and dynamic capabilities have been studied by
several authors [87–93], as well as the capabilities related to businesses’ environmental proactivity [94].
Furthermore, the leadership for environmental changes [74,95] and the attitude of management
towards the environment and CSR have been considered of interest [28,96–99] because they allow for
an organization to align itself with changes in its natural and business environments and to combine
external information with the organization’s internal knowledge [100].
Collaborative capabilities have been considered significant by several authors; because of these
capabilities, firms actively collaborate with research institutes, agencies and universities; participate in
networks; or collaborate with all agents of the value chain. Additionally, these collaborative capabilities
can mean that organizations gain a significant advantage in eco-innovation and a greater ability to
absorb external knowledge sources for innovation is also a result [1,2,28,88,100–109].
Based on these premises, our main research question concerned the differentiation and the specific
measurement of resources and capabilities mainly applied to the eco-innovation project management
and to classify them into two, as summarized in the following matrix (Table 1). It is important to point
out that the available data regarding how strategic resources are allocated in firms for investment
in eco-innovation are scarce [40]. For this reason, data on the investment, profitability and the
economic-financial resources of eco-innovative companies are one of the contributions of this paper.
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Table 1. Definition of resources, capabilities and outcomes for eco-innovation projects.

















Regarding organizational capabilities for eco-innovation, the definition of Penrose [36] has been
adopted, according to which capabilities are unique combinations of organizational processes that
collate strategic knowledge and lead to better firm performance [110]. This definition addresses the idea
that competitive advantage not only arises from the possession of resources but also from the manner
in which resources are used. After defining the primary resources of the firm and its capabilities for
eco-innovation investment projects, a qualitative methodology was developed for the holistic analysis
of the eco-innovation conducted by firms. This analysis is described in the following sections.
One of the major criticisms of RBV revolves around its lack of practical solutions and their testing
at the empirical level. Among the serious drawbacks for empirical testing is the complexity of the RBV
concepts [111]. Considering that the literature at its early stage distinguished between resources and
capabilities as potential sources of a firms’ competitive advantage [111], the integrated measurement
of internal factors applied to eco-innovation, focused on their measurement and control can be useful
for the decision-making process. Thus, the selected metrics were tested to measure economic-financial
and environmental resources and capabilities applied by five Spanish firms to eco-innovation projects,
selected as case studies and described in the following section.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Selection of the Methodological Approach
There is no doubt that interesting results have been achieved in numerous quantitative
and econometric studies that aimed to determine the resources required and capabilities for
eco-innovation [9,112].
Nevertheless, empirical studies based on quantitative analysis have some limitations because
statistical data, whether national or European, do not provide sufficient detail on environmental
orientation or investments made by firms. Eco-innovation project management involves a complex
set of factors and processes. In this context, the qualitative analysis has been applied for the study of
eco-innovation per other authors [113–120] provides insight into project management and allows for
theoretical conceptualization in a field that is still growing [121–126].
The qualitative research was performed in the following phases:
• Phase (I): Definition of the matrix for variable selection
• Phase (II): Data collection, measurement and classification
• Phase (III): Cross-tabulation analysis: analysis using pivot tables to determine the most frequent
situations in the five case studies
• Phase (IV): Integrated qualitative analysis
As a result of the literature review, in phase I the most relevant firm resources and capabilities
applied to eco-innovation were defined, separating the economic-financial capabilities needed for
any innovation process from the specific capabilities that are directly linked to environmental
improvements that are intrinsic to eco-innovation projects and their outcomes, as detailed in the
Tables 3–5. In order to maintain a proportion in the matrix, the most relevant indicators related to
eco-innovation projects were analysed, refined and classified. A total of 30 variables were distributed
into three analysis areas (ten variables for each category of indicators: resources, capabilities and
project results) according to their typology, economic-financial or environmental (five in each one).
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The matrix of indicators was tested in the selected five case studies that enabled to the development of
an applied formulation of the qualitative analysis described in the following section.
3.2. Case Studies
The selection of case studies considered appropriate for this research was carried out within the
framework of a collaborative project for the promotion of business eco-innovation in a Spanish region.
Next, a complete information for the selected case studies was available both for the firms in where
the projects were conducted and for the investments in eco-innovation made were offered.
3.2.1. BSH Electrodomésticos España
• Appliances Industry: 5074 employees.
The project was the eco-design of a new fastening system for one of the primary parts of the
company’s washing machine models. This was able to produce a reduction in product weight and in the
amount of material required for its manufacturing, which implied74% reduction of the environmental
impact of the specific component. This was a short-term project with a low investment level.
3.2.2. General Motors España
• Automotive Industry: 6230 employees.
This firm carried out the design of a new primary painting and finishing process for automobiles
using the resource saving principles. The project allowed for an important reduction in the amount of
paint applied per product unit and a reduction in the solvents (149,000 L of paint and solvents per
year), the power saved for the process was 4680 MWh/year and a significant reduction in process
waste was also achieved with also an interesting and significant incensement in paint quality. This was
a mid-term project with a low investment level (considering the total assets of the company).
3.2.3. MAC PUAR
• Elevator Industry: 533 employees
This firm carried out an eco-design project for a new lift model, using the Life Cycle Analysis
(LCA) methodology. The new product obtained a relevant energy saving during the use of the lift (40%
less than previous models), a reduction in the use of raw materials in the manufacturing process (20%
less than previous models) as well as a reduction in the product’s weight. This was a mid-term project
with a low investment level.
3.2.4. Mondo Tufting
• Other Manufacturing: 81 employees.
The R&D department of this company designed a new specific process for the recovery and
recycling of artificial grass products in sporting pitches at the end of their use life. The new
manufacturing process offers the possibility of reducing raw materials by recycling plastic materials
and a decrease of 90% in the environmental impact of the product’s life cycle. This was a short-term
project with a low investment level.
3.2.5. SAICA
• Paper Industry: 1573 employees.
This company installed a new energy recovery plant using its own waste and plastic waste as
fuel. The new energy plant allowed a reduction in the environmental impact of the waste management
process, in the waste energy use and the generation of renewable energy for the primary plant use.
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This project implies a decrease of 520,000 t/year of CO2e approx. in the company’s production line.
This was a long-term project with a high investment level.
3.3. Data Collection and Methodology
The selected firms provided detailed information on their eco-innovation projects during a public
workshop that was collected using a specific form and brief semi-structured interviews that were
answered by managers of the firms, conducted to obtain detailed information on the eco-innovation
projects that could not be addressed using other available sources. The outline of the data collection
and the brief interviews is detailed in Appendix B. Moreover, financial-economic data of the companies
were collected from the SABI database and supplemented by complementary information obtained
from other available public sources, such as CSR reports and other documents. The data sources are
detailed in Table 2.
Table 2. Sources of the data obtained from the case studies for each area of analysis.






interviews Project data ‘sheets’ and public
presentations
Environmental Aspects Questionnaires and other sources
The set of indicators elaborated to measure the main resources of firms needed for eco-innovation
projects are listed in the Table 3.
Table 3. Variables considered when measuring the resources of firms applied to the eco-innovation




RF_SIZE = Size of the firms [2,12,41,54,60,109,121–125]
RF_LIAB = Debt structure of the firms—LIAB_ST [40]
RF_LRV = leverage ratio of the firms—LRV [12,40,126,127]
RF_ROE = ROE of the firms [12,29,126,127]
RF_CR = Liquidity ratio of the firms [124]
Environmental Resources
RE_RHDIR = managerial staff for eco-innovation (Departments:
environmental management, innovation, resources management) [128,129]
RE_RH = HIGH intensity of human resources devoted to eco-innovation
related activities (% of human resources available in the departments of
environmental management, innovation and resources management)
[2,29,59,74,109,130]
RE_INV = Level of investment in environmental R&D (% of the total
investment in R&D) [40,64,110]
RE_GRANT = Public subsidies and grants received by the firms for
environmental R&D investments [2,31,100,110,125,131]
RE_GP = Green patents registered by the firms [50,108,130,132–134]
As it can be observed, tangible and intangible resources were taken into consideration [27] and
the economic-financial resources that are needed to achieved the environmental improvements of
eco-innovation were detailed.
The following table shows the indicators to measure the capabilities of the firms in relation
to eco-innovation and the main authors who analysed these variables in other studies in the
environmental management field (Table 4).
The indicators selected to measure the eco-innovation project outcomes are summarized in
Table 5 below.
Some of the proposed variables have been widely analysed in previous studies to date but the
economic outcomes of eco-innovation projects have been analysed by a limited number of studies due
to the difficulty of obtaining data on investments made by firms.
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At the end of the data collection phase, the obtained information was depurated and classified in
order to define the level of the firms’ resources and capabilities available for eco-innovation projects.
The complete formulation of the selected variables is detailed in the Appendix A. A double qualitative
analysis was carried out using both, the dichotomy formula and the three-level classification of the
obtained data.
This process enabled the development of a matrix in where the variables were distributed into
three analytical areas according to their economic-financial or environmental typology: resources,
capabilities and project results.
Table 4. Variables used to measure the capabilities of firms, their eco-innovation projects and the
authors who have studied these variables in other studies in the environmental management field.
Variables Authors
Innovation Capabilities
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business strategy with the regional policy
for eco-innovation (strategy) [135]
CF_AGE—Age of the firm [105,121]
CF_REG—Firms’ capabilities to overcome legislation barriers [136]
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and leadership for eco-innovation [74,128,137,138]
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for environmental R&D and
public/private communication for eco-innovation [47,64,128,135,139,140]
Environmental Capabilities
CE_INTENS—Eco-innovation activity intensity [97,141–143]
CE_SCOPE—Technological capabilities to achieve the scope of the
eco-innovation projects [141,143]
CE_ENVS—Advanced environmental management systems’ implementation [41,50,109,141,144]
CE_QUAL—Environmental quality standards [2,31,51,64,135,144,145]
CE_CSR—RSC, reporting and environmental accounting [25,31,32,41]





PF_PROFIT—Profitability index = net present value/investment of the project [72]
PF_IRR—Internal rate return of the investment project [72,144,146]
PF_INV—Level of investment (% project investment/total assets) [12,144]
PF_TIME—Time frame of the project [12,144,147]
PF_PB—Pay back of the investment [144,146]
Environmental Outcomes
PE_RRM—Decrease in resources/raw materials obtained through the
eco-innovation project [100,110,124,125,128,142,148–155]
PE_RW—Decrease/recovery of waste obtained through the eco-innovation project [64,97,119,124,125,156]
PE_EMIS—Reduction in emissions obtained through the eco-innovation project [125,128,142,149,151,152,156,157]
PE_REPL—Replacement of materials/resources through the eco-innovation project [64,124,128,153,156,158]
PR_ECOD—Eco-design for environmental improvements in the phase of use or end
of life [63,148,159,160]
4. Main Results
Cross-tabulations were developed to detect differences among the five study cases (For reasons of
confidentiality, these are detailed randomly and do not coincide with the alphabetical order used in
Table 4). The initial results presented in Table 6 indicated some differences, which were not significant
of the typologies of resources. Case 5 presented the highest level of financial resources (FR), followed
by Case 3 and Case 1. Although this pattern was maintained in general terms for environmental
resources (ER), Case 2 was ahead of Case 1 for these types of resources.
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Table 6. Qualitative measurement of firms’ resources for the eco-innovation projects in the studied cases.
RESOURCES CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASE 5
RF_SIZE High Medium High High High
RF_LIAB High Low High Low Medium
RF_LRV High Low Low Low High
RF_ROE Low Low High High High
RF_CR Low Low Low Low Low
RE_RHDIR High Medium High High High
RE_RH Low High Low Low Medium
RE_INV High Medium Medium High Medium
RE_GRANT Low Medium Medium Low High
RE_GP Low Low High Low Low
In terms of economic and structural capabilities (FC), Cases 4 and 5 were at the top level, followed
by Case 1 and 2, although nearly all cases exhibited a similar level of capabilities. The order was
slightly different in environmental capabilities (EC), as Cases 1, 3 and 4 exhibited a higher level, with a
greater difference being noted with regard to Cases 5 and 2, as can be observed in Table 7.
Table 7. Qualitative measurement of firms’ capabilities for the eco-innovation projects in the studied cases.
CAPABILITIES CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASE 5
CF_STRA High High Medium High High
CF_AGE Medium Medium Medium High Medium
CF_REG High High Medium High High
CF_MANAG High High High High High
CF_COL Medium Medium High Medium High
CE_INTENS High Medium High High Medium
CE_SCOPE High Medium High High Medium
CE_ENVS High Low High High Medium
CE_QUAL High Low Medium Medium Low
CE_CSR Medium Low High Medium Medium
The heterogeneity of the resources available for the five projects did not allow for the identification
of clear patterns of combinations of resources and capabilities. The low liquidity indexes (below
average for the sector) were common to all cases. Technological and environmental management
(environmental standards and CSR) had higher levels in larger firms, in where the three executive
positions were linked to the implementation of eco-innovative projects in firms (directors of the
departments: environmental management, energy and resources management and the R&D or
innovation management). It should be noted that the studied firms had a low level of human resources
dedicated specifically to eco-innovation.
Analysing the results obtained in these projects, in general terms, the highest values were
identified in Case 4, followed by Case 5 and Case 1. When the nature of these results is analysed,
the ranking is altered for the environmental outcomes. Thus, Case 4 as in first position, then Case 2
and followed by Case 5, as seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Comparative level of projects’ outcomes for economic-financial and environmental variables
in studied cases.
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If the level of available resources and capabilities of the firms was compared with the projects’
outcomes in each case study, it can be observed that these levels were coherent with the projects’
outcomes in three of the five cases and, in general terms, the level of the firms’ capabilities was higher
than the obtained results (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Comparative level of firms’ resources and capabilities and the eco-innovation project
outcomes in each of the studied cases.
In this phase of analysis, the study of the projects demonstrated relatively balanced levels of
resources and capabilities, with the economic-financial ones slightly predominant.
The analysed firms all implemented eco-innovation solutions at different levels of the value chain;
all had advanced environmental management systems and ISO 14001, ISO 50001, or EMAS standards.
Furthermore, in four of the five cases, a medium level was identified when investigating their capability
to align eco-innovation with the corporate strategy in order to improve their competitiveness, in their
level of ability to overcome the regulation barriers, in their managerial capability for eco-innovation
and in their ability to collaborate fin R&D with R&D Institutes.
An in-depth analysis of the projects revealed a clear relation between the firms’ resources and
capabilities and a high level of the outcomes obtained in four of the projects, such as the reduction
of raw materials or resources, emissions reduction, or the replacement of resources or raw materials
with other renewable or recycled ones. These results were obtained from large companies with low
liquidity indexes that had specific human capital and held green patents, although not in high numbers.
Moreover, certain relations were detected among the capabilities related to strategy and to managerial
proactivity in environmental terms and the capabilities to overcome legislative barriers and to comply
with CSR.
This extended analysis classified the relevance of the available economic-financial resources
and capabilities and compared them with the environmental ones. In a high number of cases the
financial indicators, such as present net value, payback time, internal rate of return and return on
investment [161] continued to be the most common decision-making factors in firms because of the risk
level associated with innovation projects [162]. Nevertheless, in Figure 3 it can be observed that the
environmental resources and capabilities represented an important percentage of the total resources in
almost all of the analysed cases.
A comparison of all of the case study variables revealed a balanced situation, in global terms,
between economic-financial and environmental variables (Table 8).
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In summary, the integrated measurement of the factors related to the analysed eco-innovation
projects can be observed in the Figure 3.
Figure 3. Percentages of the available resources and capabilities of firms and the project outcomes.
They are classified according to two typologies variables: economic-financial and environmental.
Table 8. Frequency of the same levels of firms’ resources and capabilities vs eco-innovation projects’
outcomes in the analysed cases.
PE_RW High PE_ EMIS High PE_REPL High PE_ECOD High
RF_CR Low 3 3 3 3
RF_SIZE High 3 3 3 3
RF_ROE High 2 2 2 2
RE_RHDIR High 3 3 3 3
RE_RH Low 1 1 1 –
RE_GP Low 3 3 3 3
CF_STRA High 3 3 3 3
CF_REG High 3 3 3 3
CF_MANAG High 3 3 3 3
CE_CSR Medium 3 3 3 3
In general terms, the analysis of the resources did not allow for the identification of clear patterns
of the combinations of resources and capabilities but it can be noted that eco-innovation projects do not
necessarily represent a high investment for companies on their total assets. In addition, the projects’
profitability could be demonstrated in all cases as one of them was also profitable if grants were
considered. One of the companies could not demonstrate specific environmental capabilities but the
outcomes of its project obtained a clear environmental improvement. As a general consideration,
the comparison of resources and capabilities of different companies that are supposed to be unique
and inimitable from the perspective of RBV is an arduous task.
The qualitative analysis carried out in this study could be applied to different companies, in the
attempt to measure, jointly and proportionally (through the matrix), the specific environmental aspects
of eco-innovation with respect to those that are linked to the pursuit of profitability intrinsic to
conventional innovation. The matrix allowed us to verify first of all that the indicators selected from
the literature could be applied to undoubtedly eco-innovative projects. This can be considered a result
that allows replicability to other projects.
Regarding the methodological simplification done for the projects comparison, it can be stated
that the results described the projects in a reliable way and that they represented an approximation
of interest for the comparison of the different projects of a company or of projects from different
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companies. Nevertheless, it has to be considered as a qualitative analysis that can only be carried out
through the internal measurement of the factors.
In the following section, a brief discussion is included in order to relate the methodological
development achieved in this study and its contribution to the knowledge of eco-innovation in the
framework of the RBV that is a field of inquiry under development.
5. Discussion
It could be considered that the design of some empirical RBV studies suffers limitations due
to the use of single factors to explain variation in firm performance and because most of them have
been focused on a sample of firms from a single industry and they often measure each performance
separately [46]. In response to this consideration, in this study, it was developed and tested an
integrated set of indicators specifically designed to differentiate the resources from the capabilities that
could be applied to firms from different industries. In general terms, some of the criticisms of RBV that
set around its lack of practical solutions and their testing at the empirical level due to the complexity
of RBV concepts [111], were overcome in this study by using differentiated metrics as proposed in the
carried out case studies.
In another field of inquiry, the results suggested a potential interrelation of the firms’ resources and
the firms’ capabilities to manage the eco-innovative projects suggested an overlap of eco-innovation
resources and those resources used for conventional innovation, according to Kraaijenbrink [30] and
Song [163]. The importance of the dynamic capabilities indicated by other authors [89,90,92] was
also corroborated in this study, as was the relevance of managerial proactivity for eco-innovation
projects [28,164] and the relevance of the ability to implement advanced environmental management
systems [14,26,47].
Regarding firms’ resources that were applied to the eco-innovation projects, age was clearly
pertinent, which was in line with the results obtained by several authors [2,12,41,54,109,121,123–125,165].
The importance of human capital was also corroborated, in this specific case for eco-innovation
projects [29,62,73,74] and the fact that four out of the five companies had green patents confirmed that
continuous innovation is a relevant capability for eco-innovation, in line with other authors [2,62].
Regarding the projects outcomes, the main environmental result obtained by the companies was
the reduction of raw materials and the resource saving. This was also in line with previous results
reported in several studies [2,100,110,124,125,142,148–155]. The project time frame can be considered
as relevant, as has been noted previously in works on project management [60]. In addition, it can
be noted that the eco-innovation projects do not necessarily involve high levels of investment and
that their profitability is clear in all the cases studied.
As a general remark, implications of a resource-based approach may be seen at the project
management level, such as in R&D projects and in total business management [166]. For the
decision-making process, the management control is regarded as dealing with the total operations of
the company; the various stages or processes of the “value creation” of the company and on various
levels of the company. Thus, the obtained results demonstrated that RBV theory can provide additional
insight over traditional organizations’ understandings, in response to the doubts exposed by some
authors, in particular regarding the specific internal factors allocated to eco-innovation projects.
6. Conclusions
In summary, through the analysis of five applied eco-innovation projects, selected as case
studies, the relevance of the specific economic-financial and environmental resources and capabilities
available for eco-innovation in firms were analysed in order to test an integrated measurement method.
The method was developed in this study to differentiate and classify a wide number of eco-innovation
indicators from an RBV perspective.
The achieved results increased the knowledge about how to measure the impact on the
eco-innovation projects’ outcomes of the resources and capabilities of firms to empirically analyse their
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specificity for eco-innovation investments. This is a line of inquiry that is still relatively unexplored in
the literature within the RBV because resources, capabilities and eco-innovation outcomes have not
previously been combined in the literature in the same integrated measurement framework. In fact,
the main methodological contribution of this paper is related to the definition and classification of a
wide range of indicators specifically designed for eco-innovation projects that have been empirically
tested from a management control point of view for the decision-making process by understanding
the influence that these two types of resources and capabilities exert on the projects’ outcomes.
As a general remark, it can be stated that the analysis of the eco-innovative projects carried out by
firms suggests an overlap of specific resources applied to eco-innovation and those resources used
for conventional innovation, with levels of resources and capabilities being relatively balanced for
eco-innovation projects results the economic-financial ones was slightly predominant, despite the fact
that the analysed projects did not necessarily involve high levels of investment.
The age of the firms, the availability of specialized human capital and the project time frame can
also be considered as relevant internal factors for eco-innovation. The reduction in the raw materials
or resources needed was one of the results frequently obtained by the projects; their profitability was
also clear in all of the study cases.
This enhanced understanding about the internal factors applied by companies to eco-innovation
investments is of interest to academics in the field of project management from the perspective of
RBV. The results are also useful for practitioners, as they will more fully understand the application
of resources to the eco-innovation projects and the strategic capabilities of their companies. For the
decision-making process, measurement and control is regarded as dealing with the total operations of
the company and the various stages or eco-innovation processes. In addition, these indicators can be
used by companies for sustainability reporting and assurance.
A relevant limitation of this study concerns the measurement of eco-innovation projects level
of detail that is required to precisely define the obtained results. A long-term plan of research and
longitudinal data from a greater number of firms from other countries or sectors would improve this
line of research.
Other possible methodological approaches may compare conventional innovation projects with
eco-innovation projects in the same firms in order to specifically analyse the overlap of resources
and capabilities in conventional innovation and in eco-innovation projects in the field of project
management control.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Variables for measuring the firms’ resources: Classification into three levels of resources and into dichotomies.
Resources of Firms
Variables Description of Variables (3 Levels) Description of Dichotomous Variables
RF_SIZE = Size of the firms (average of 3 years, 2012–2013–2014)
Low: Less than 50 employees.
Medium: 49–249 employees.
High: 250 or greater employees.
1: Greater than 250 employees.
0: Fewer than 250 employees.
RF_LIAB = Debt structure of the firms—LIAB_ST (average of
3 years, 2012–2013–2014)
Low: Less than sector average value.
Medium: Sector average value.
High: Greater than sector average value.
1: Greater dependency on external resources with short-term
maturity.
0: If the reliance is on external resources over the long term.
RF_LRV = leverage ratio of the firms—LRV (average 3 years
2012–2013–2014)
Low: Less than sector average value.
Medium: Sector average value.
High: Greater than sector average value.
1: Greater reliance on external resources.
0: Internal resources predominate.
RF_ROE = ROE of the firms—(average 3 years 2012–2013–2014)
Low: Less than sector average value.
Medium: Sector average value.
High: Greater than sector average value.
1: Positive profitability.0: Negative profitability.
RF_CR = Liquidity ratio of the firms (average 3 years
2012–2013–2014)
Low: Less than sector average value.
Medium: Sector average value.
High: Greater than sector average value.
1: More than 2.
0: Less than 2.
RE_RHDIR = managerial staff for eco-innovation (environmental,
innovation and resource management departments, at the end of
2014)
Low: One position is covered.
Medium: Two positions are covered.
High: All the three positions are covered.
1: All the three positions are covered.
0: All the three positions are not covered.
RE_RH = High level of human resources devoted to
eco-innovation related activities (% of human resources available
in the environmental, innovation and resource management
departments)
In the five cases, the percentage was between 0.5% and 7.5%.
Thus:
Low: Less than 2.83%.
Medium: 2.83–5.16%.
High: More than 5.16%.
1: More than 3.75%.
0: Less than 3.75%.(3.75% is half of the highest percentage).
RE_INV = Level of investment in environmental R&D (% of the
total investment in R&D in 2014 of the total annual incomes)
In the five cases, the percentage was between 2% and 6%. Thus:
Low: Less than 2%.
Medium: 2–3.9%.
High: More than 3.9%.
1: There is investment in eco-innovation.
0: If there is not investment in eco-innovation.
RE_GRANT = public subsidies and grants received by the firms
for the environmental R&D investments
In the five cases, the percentage was between 2 and 28. Thus:
Low: Less than 10.
Medium: 10–19.
High: More than 19.
1: There are grants for environmental investment.
0: There are not grants for environmental investment.
RE_GP = Green Patents registered by the firms
In the five cases, the percentage was between 0 and 62. Thus:
Low: Less than 20.
Medium: 21–41.
High: More than 41.
1: There are green patents.
0: There are not any green patent.
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Table A2. Variables used to measure the firms’ capabilities: Classification in three levels of capabilities and dichotomies.
Capabilities of Firms
Variables Description of Variables (3 Levels) Description of Dichotomous Variables
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business strategy with the regional
policy for eco-innovation (Strategy-Likert Scale)
Low: Likert scale 0–3.
Medium: Likert scale 4–6.
High: Likert scale 6–10.
1: Likert scale 6–10.
0: Likert scale 0–5.
CF_AGE—Age of the firm
Low: Less than 10 years.
Medium: 10–49 years.
High: Older than 50 years.
The average age of the five companies analysed was 36. Thus:
1: More than 36 years.
0: Less than 36 years.
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the legislation barriers
(Likert scale)
Low: Likert scale 0–3.
Medium: Likert scale 4–6.
High: Likert scale 6–10.
1: Likert scale 6–10.
0: Likert scale 0–5.
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and leadership for eco-innovation
(Likert scale)
Low: Likert scale 0–3.
Medium: Likert scale 4–6.
High: Likert scale 6–10.
1: Likert scale 6–10.
0: Likert scale 0–5.
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for environmental R&D and
public/private communication for eco-innovation (Likert scale)
Low: Likert scale 0–3.
Medium: Likert scale 4–6.
High: Likert scale 6-10.
1: Likert scale 6–10.
0: Likert scale 0–5.
CE_INTENS—Eco-innovation activity intensity (average implementation
of eco-innovation measures—14 items—Likert scale)
Low: Likert scale 0–3.33.
Medium: Likert scale 3.34–6.66.
High: Likert scale 6.67–10.
1: Likert scale 6–10.
0: Likert scale 0–5.
CE_SCOPE—Technological capabilities to achieve the scope of the
eco-innovation projects (4 areas—product, process, supply chain
and management)
Low: One area affected by the measures.
Medium: 2–3 areas affected by the measures.
High: All areas (4) affected by the measures.
1: Various areas affected.
0: Only one area affected.
CE_ENVS—Advanced environmental management systems’
implementation (energy audits, environmental management system of
reduced scope and advanced environmental management system).
Low: Energy audits or environmental management system of
reduced scope.
Medium: Energy audits and environmental management system of
reduced scope.
High: Energy audits and advanced environmental management system.
1: The firm has reached the maximum level of energy auditing
and environmental management system
0: The firm has not reached the maximum level of
these capabilities.
CE_QUAL—Environmental quality standards (ISO 14001;
ISO 50001; EMAS)
Low: Only one standard.
Medium: Two standards.
High: All the three standards.
1: 2–3 standards.
0: 0–1 standards.
CE_CSR—RSC report and environmental accounting activities (1.RSC
report; 2. Accounting practices that differentiate env. topics were
considered important; 3. Accounting in specific sub-accounts for env.
Expenditures)




0: One or two activities.
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Table A3. Variables measuring the eco-innovation project outcomes: classification into three levels of results and dichotomies.
Eco-Innovation Project Outcomes
Variables Description of Dichotomous Variables
PF_PROFIT—Profitability index = net present value/investment
of the project
1: The project NPV recovers the initial outlay at least once.
0: The project NPV not recovers the initial outlay at least once.
PF_IRR—Internal rate return of the investment project
1: The project profitability is above 5%.
0: The project profitability is not above 5%.
PF_INV—Level of investment (% project investment/total assets)
1: Higher than 3.5%.
0: Lower than 3.5%.
PF_TIME—Time frame of the project
1: Higher than 10 years.
0: Lower than 10 years.
PF_PB—Payback of the investment
1: The recovery period is during the first half of the economic horizon
0: The recovery period is not during the first half of the economic horizon.
Variables Description of Variables (3 Levels) Description of Dichotomous Variables
PE_RRM—Decrease in resources/raw materials obtained
through the eco-innovation project
Classified as low, medium or high according to the approximate
percentage of raw materials or resources saved.
1: There is a reduction.
0: There is not reduction.
PE_RW—Decrease/recovery of waste obtained through the
eco-innovation project
Classified as low, medium or high according to the approximate
percentage of waste saved or recovered.
1: There is a reduction.
0: There is not reduction.
PE_EMIS—Reduction in emissions obtained through the
eco-innovation project
Classified as low, medium or high according to the approximate
percentage of emissions saved.
1: There is a reduction.
0: There is not reduction.
PE_REPL—Replacement of materials/resources through the
eco-innovation project
Classified as low, medium or high according to the approximate
percentage of raw materials or resources replaced by other
renewable or recycled materials.
1: There is a replacement.
0: There is not replacement.
PR_ECOD—Eco-design for environmental improvements in the
phase of use or end of life
Low, medium, or high level of modifications for environmental
improvements (eco-design) in the product (or process)
performed (approximated).
1: There is a product eco-design.
0: There is not product eco-design.
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
☐ Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
☐ Market improvement 
☐ Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
☐ The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________% ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ Waste saving (approx.): ______% 
☐ Costs saving (approx.): ______% ☐ Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opinion, is the regional policy for eco-innovation 
relevant for your business and is your company able to 
compete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business relevant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
in eco-innovation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your opinion, is the firm collaborating with R&D centers 
at a regional level and is it able to manage the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Finished
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Technical Character stics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an asterisk * will be publ shed o  the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining inform tion is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief nterviews that were conducted w th the m nagers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variab es 
In your pini , is the regio al policy for c -innovati  
relev nt for you  usiness and is your ompany able t  
c mpete in the region in the framew rk of the regional
policy?
CF_STRA—Ca bility to align the business 
str tegy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to co-innovation f  your 
business releva t and is your comp ny able to overc m  the 
legal barri rs? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are he firm’s managers directly inv lv d 
i eco-innovation projects and re le din m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D e ters 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovatio promoti ? 
CF_COL—C p bility t  collaborate for 
environme tal R&D a d public/private 
communic tion f r eco-innovat on 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to ach question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
aterial or esources saving
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Tot  Inv tment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emiss ons saving 
 Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 Costs saving 
 Market improv ment 
 Environmental improve ent 
☐ Green pr duct 
Project management *: 
 The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________  ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
 Emission saving (approx.):______%  aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining inform tion is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your pini n, is th  regio al policy for co-innovati  
relevant for y ur business and is your ompany able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional p licy for eco-
inn vation (Strategy) 
I  r i i , re the barriers to co-inn vati  for your 
business relevant and is your comp ny able to overc m  the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly involv d 
i eco-i novation projects and are le din m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for ec -inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D enters 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C p bility t  collaborate for 
environmental R&D a d public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
ast recove y
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-I novation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Tot  Inv tment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emiss ons saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
 Market improvement 
 Environmental improve ent 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The id a has been developed by the compa y (a rox.):________        
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________  ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaini g information is confide tial. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opinion, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for y ur business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional p licy for eco-
inn vation (Strategy) 
In r i i n, re t e barriers to eco-inn vati  for your 
business r levant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In your pinion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i  eco-i novation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for ec -inn vati n 
In your pinion, is the firm collaboratin  with R&D centers 
at a region l level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Emissions saving
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
☐ Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
☐ Market improvement 
☐ Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
☐ The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
R su t  *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________% ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ Waste saving (approx.): ______% 
☐ Costs saving (approx.): ______% ☐ Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Character stics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining formation is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questio s * Variables 
In your opinion, is the regi nal policy for eco-innovation 
relevant for our business and is your company able to 
compete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business relevant nd is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In your op nion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
in co-innovation rojects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
I  your opinion, s the firm collaborating with R&D centers 
at a regional level and is it able to manage the 
communicati n activiti s for the ec -innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
aterial or esources substitution
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 
Starting date *:_________   Final date: _________ 
Type of Eco-




☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
 Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
 Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 Costs saving 
☐ Market improvement 
 Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
Energy saving (approx.):________   Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
 Emission saving (approx.):______%  aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Infor ation contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining formation is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opini n, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for your business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business r levant nd is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
I  your op nion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i  co-i n vati n r jects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
I  your pinion, s the firm collaboratin  with R&D centers 
at a region l level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Industrial Symbi sis
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 Costs saving 
 Market improvement 
 Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________  ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Infor ation contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opini n, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for your business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business r levant nd is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i  eco-i n vati n pr jects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your pinion, is the firm collaboratin  with R&D centers 
at a region l level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):___  Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total In stment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ M terial or resources saving 
Waste rec very 
☐ Emissions saving 
Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 osts saving 
 Market improv ment 
 Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
The idea has been develop d by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
nergy saving (approx.):__  Ra  material s ving (approx.): _______%
Emission saving (approx.): ___% saving (approx.): __ % 
Costs saving (approx.): ______% Waste recovery (approx.): _____% 
☐ Recycling improvem nt (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-in vation process or duct *: 
Technical Character stics (technology, equipment, proc s) *: 
* Infor ation contained in an asterisk * will be publ shed on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief nterviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variab es 
is the regio al policy for eco-i nov ti n 
relevant for y ur business and is yo r c mpany ble to 
c pete in the region in the fra ework of th  regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability t  align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In yo r o inio , re t e barriers t  co-i novation for your 
business relevant a  is your comp ny able to overc m the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly invol ed 
i eco-i novation projects and re le ding m? 
MANAG—Ma agerial c pabilities and 
leadership for eco-inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D centers 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovatio promoti n? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communic tion f r eco-innovat on 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Cos s saving
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
C mpa y *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-I novation *: 
W bsite * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
 aterial or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions savin  
 Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Costs s ving 
 Market improv ment 
 Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The idea ha  been devel ped by the comp y (a rox.): ______       
☐ Collaboratio  with R&D Centers (approx.): ________% 
Results *: 
☐ Energy s vi g (approx.):________  ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
 Emission saving (approx.):______%  aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling i provement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Chara teris i s (technol gy, equipmen , process) *: 
* Information contain d in an aste isk * will be publish d  the p oject website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining informatio  is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opinion, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
r levant for your business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the fra ework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In yo r o inion, re t e barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business r levant a  is your comp ny able to overc m  the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i eco-i novation projects and are le ding m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for ec -inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D centers 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
arket imp ovement
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):___  Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ M terial or resources saving 
Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 Costs saving 
 Market improv ment 
 Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
The idea has been develop d by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
nergy saving (approx.):__  Raw material s ving (approx.): _______% 
Emission saving (approx.): ___% saving (approx.): __ % 
Costs saving (approx.): ______% Waste recovery (approx.): _____% 
☐ Recycling improvem nt (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-in vation process or duct *: 
Technical Character stics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an asterisk * will be publ shed on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief nterviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variab es 
In your opini n, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for y ur business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
I  r i i , re t e barriers to eco-innovation for your 
busi ess re eva t and is your comp ny able to overc m  the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i eco-i novation projects and re le ding m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for ec -inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D centers 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovatio promoti n? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communic tion f r eco-innovat on 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Environmental imp ovement
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-I novation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
 Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
 Market improv ment 
 Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The idea has been developed by the compa y (a rox.):________        
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________  ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
 Emission saving (approx.):______%  aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Inform tion contained in an asterisk * will be published on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaini g information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opinion, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for y ur business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In r i i , re t e barriers to eco-innovation for your 
busi ess r leva t and is your comp ny able to overc m  the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i eco-i novation projects and are le ding m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for ec -inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D centers 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
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Table A4. Project data ‘she ts’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
W bsite * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):___  Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ M terial or resources saving 
Waste recovery 
☐ Emiss on  savin  
Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
osts s ving
 Market improv ment 
 Environmental i provement 
☐ Green product 
Project man gement *: 
The idea has been develop d by the company (approx.):______ %       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (appr x.): ________%  
Results *: 
nergy saving (approx.):__  Raw material s ving (approx.): _______%
Emission saving (approx.): ___% saving (approx.): __ % 
Costs saving (approx.): ______% Waste recovery (approx.): _____% 
☐ Recycling improvem nt (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short desc iptio  o  the eco-in vation process or duct *: 
Technical Character stics (technolo , equipment, proc ss) *: 
* Infor ation contained in an asterisk * ill be publ shed on the project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remain g information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief nterviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questi ns * Va iab s 
is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
r levant for y ur business  is your c mpany able to 
c mp te in the region in the fra ework of  regional 
policy? 
_STRA—Capability to align the business
strategy with the regio al policy for co-
innovation (Strat gy) 
I   i i ,  t  barriers to co-i n vati  for your
business r levant and s your comp ny able t  overc m  the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i eco-i novation projects and r  le ding m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for ec -inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D centers 
at a regio l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovatio promoti n? 
CF_COL—C pability to collabo at  for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communic tion f r eco-innovat on 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
The ide has b en developed by the company (approx.):________%
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Comp ny *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (m nths):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
 aterial or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emission  saving 
 Material or resources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 osts saving 
 Market impro ment 
 Environment l i provement 
☐ Green product 
Projec  managemen  *: 
 The idea has been developed by the comp ny (approx.): ____ %      
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (appr x.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________  ☐ Raw t ial saving (approx.): _______% 
 Emiss s ving (approx.):______%  aste saving (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Tech ical Characteristics (t ch ology, eq ipme t, process) *: 
* Infor ation contain  in an asterisk * will e publishe  on the project website http://www.reco-
i no.fcirce.es. The remaining information is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
is the regional policy for eco-innovati n 
r levant for y ur business  is your c mpany able to 
c mpete in the region in the fra ework of the regional 
policy? 
_STRA—Capability to align the business
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In yo r o ini , re t e barriers to co-i novati  for your 
business r levant and is your comp ny able to overc m  the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities t  overcome the 
legislation barriers 
are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i eco-i novation projects and are le ding m? 
MANAG—Managerial c pabilities and 
leadership for eco-inn vati n 
In your pin , is the firm collaboratin  wi h R&D centers 
at a region l level a  is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%
Results *:
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Appendix B 
Table A4. Projec  data ‘she ts’ sed to collect details about the eco-innovation pr jects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo * 
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Tot  In tm nt:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
☐ Waste rec very 
☐ Emiss on  savin  
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
☐ Market impro ement 
☐ E vironment l i pr ent 
☐ Green pr duct 
Project management *: 
☐ The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):______ %       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (appr x.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________% ☐ Raw terial sav g (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ Wast sav g (approx.): ______% 
☐ Costs saving (approx.): ______% ☐ Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, q ipment, process) *: 
* Information contai ed in an asterisk * will be publishe  on t  project website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining inform tio  is confidential. 
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questions * Va iabl s 
In your opinion, is the regional policy for co-innovati  
relevant for your business and is yo r mpany ble to 
compete in the region in the framework of th  regional
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability t  align the business 
strategy with the regio al p licy for eco-
inn vation (Strat gy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to co-inn vati  for your
business relevant and is your company able to overcom the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities t  overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly invol d 
in eco-innovation projects and are leadin  them? 
CF_MANAG—Ma agerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your opinion, is the firm collaborating with R&D enters 
at a regional level and is it able to manage the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—Cap bility t  collaborate for 
environmental R&D a d public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Energy saving (app ox.):________%
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Appendix B 
Table A4. Project data ‘sh ets’ used  coll ct details ab ut the eco-in ovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ong ing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resou ces saving
☐ Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main oal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
☐ Market i pro ent 
☐ Environmental impr vement 
☐ Green product
Project management *: 
☐ The idea has been developed by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________%  
Results *: 
☐ E ergy saving (approx.):________% ☐ Raw material saving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ Waste s vi g (approx.): ______% 
☐ Costs saving (approx.): ______% ☐ Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.): _% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Sh rt description of the eco-i novati n pr cess o  pr duct *: 
Technical Charact ristics (t chnol gy, equ pment, proces ) *:
* Information contain d in an asterisk * will be published on the pr ject website http://www.rec -
inno.fcirce.es. The remaini g information is confidential.
Table A5. Questions of the brief interviews that were conducted with the managers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innovation campaign. 
Questi s * Variabl s 
I you opi io , is the regio al policy f r e -innovat o  
el t for your bu in ss d is your compa y able to 
c mpete i h regio  in the framework of the regional 
olicy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align th  business 
strategy with the regiona  policy for eco-
inn vation (Strategy) 
I  y ur inion, are t e barriers to eco-in ovati  for you  
bus ness levant  is y ur company able t  overcome the 
lega  barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In y ur opinion, are t  fi m’s managers dir c ly involv d 
i  ec -inno ation project  and a e leadi g them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities a d 
l adership for eco-innovation 
In y ur opinion, is the firm coll borat ng with R&D c nters 
at a regional level and s it able to manage the 
communica  activities for the eco-innovation pr motion? 
CF_COL—Capability o collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: R spondents were asked to give an answ  to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Raw material saving (approx.): _______%
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo * 
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Tot  Inv tment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
 Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emiss on  savin  
Material or r sources substitution 
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 Costs saving 
☐ Market impro ement 
 Environment l i prove ent 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The idea ha  been devel ped by the company (approx.):______ %      
☐ Collaboratio  with R&D Centers (appr x.): ________% 
Results *: 
 Energy saving (approx.):________   Raw terial sav g (approx.): _______% 
 Emission saving (approx.):______%  ast sav g (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Wast recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, eq ip ent, process) *: 
* Inform tion contained in an aste isk * will e publish   the pr ject website http://www.reco-
inno.fc rce.es. T  re ining informatio  is confi ential. 
Table A5. Questions of t e brief interv ews th t w re conducted with the ma g rs of th  irms in 
the fr mework of the co-innovation ca paign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opini n, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for your business and is your c mpany able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regi nal p licy for eco-
inn vation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovati  for your 
business r levant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities t  overcome the 
legislation barriers 
I  your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i  eco-innovation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—M nagerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-i novation 
In your pinion, is the firm collaboratin  with R&D centers 
at a region l level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Emission saving (approx.):______%
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Appendix B 
Table A4. Pr jec  data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
C mpany *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 
Starting date *:_________   Final date: _________ 





☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ M erial or resources aving 
☐ Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main g al *: 
 Costs saving 
☐ Market improvement 
☐ Environmental i provement 
☐ Green product 
Project manageme  *: 
The idea has been dev loped by the company (approx.):________%     
☐ Collaborati n with R&D Centers (a prox.): _____%  
Results *: 
 E ergy saving (approx.):________   Raw material saving ( pprox.): _______% 
 Emission saving (approx.):______% aste sav ng (ap rox.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):  ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short desc i tion of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Techn cal Characteristic  (technology, quipme t, process) *: 
* Information contained  an st r k * will be published on th  project w bsite http://www.reco-
i no. cir e.es. The remaini g informa  is conf d ntial. 
Tabl A5. Q e tions of the b i f interviews hat were c nducted with the managers of the firm  in 
the framework of the eco-i ovation c mpaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opinion, is the regional policy f r ec -innovation 
relevant for you  busi ess an  is y u  company able t  
compete in the regio  in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In y ur opinion, are the barriers to ec -inn vati n for y ur 
business relevant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the 
legislation barriers 
In your opinion, are th  fir ’s managers di ectly invo ved 
in eco-innovation projects and are leadi g them? 
CF_MANAG—Manageri l c pabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your opi ion, is the fi m collaborati g with R&D centers 
t a regi nal level and is it able to manage the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Not : Respondents were asked t  give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Was s ving (appr x.): ______%
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovatio  projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Organizational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emission  savin  
☐ Material or r sources substitutio  
 Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
 Costs saving 
 Market impr eme t 
 Environ ent l i provement 
☐ Green product 
Project management *: 
 The idea ha  been devel ed by the compa y (approx.):________%     
☐ Collab ratio  with R&D Centers (approx.): ________% 
Results *: 
☐ Energy saving (approx.):________  ☐ Raw terial s ving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ aste s v  (approx.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Wast recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, eq ipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an aste isk * will e publish   the pr ject website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining inform t o  is confi nti l. 
Table A5. Quest ons of the bri f inte v ews th t w re co ducted wi h t  g rs of the firms in 
the framework of the e o-inn vati n campaign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opini n, is the regio al policy for eco-innovati n 
relevant for your business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the busines  
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business r levant and is your company able to ove come the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities t  overco e th  
l gislation barriers 
In your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly i v lved 
i  eco-innovation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Mana erial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your pinion, is the firm collaboratin  with R&D cent rs 
at a region l level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Cos s saving (approx.): ______%
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
C mpany *: 
LOGO of Phot  *  
Eco-I novatio  *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 
Starting date *:_________   Final date: _________ 





☐ Organizati nal To al Investment:_______________€
Activit *: 
 Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main go l *: 
☐ Costs saving 
☐ Market improv ment 
☐ Environmental improvement 
☐ Green r duct 
Project management *: 
☐ The idea has bee  developed by the co pany (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration with R&D Centers (ap rox.): ____ %  
Res lts *: 
☐ Energy saving (app ox.):________% ☐ Raw ma erial saving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving ( ppr x.):______  ☐ Waste saving (approx.): ______% 
☐ Costs saving (approx.): ______% ☐ Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.): % ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteri tics (technology, quipment, process) *: 
Informa io  c tained i  a ast r sk * will be p blish d the project website ttp://www.reco-
i no.fcirce.e . The re aining i fo mati n is nfidenti l. 
T ble A5. Questions f th  br ef i tervi ws tha w re co ducted with th  man gers of the fir s in 
the fra ework of the eco- nn vati  cam aign.
Questions * Variables 
In y ur opinion, is the regional polic  for eco-in ov tion 
relevant for your business and is you  c mpa y able to
compet  in the region i  the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your pinion, e the barriers t  eco-i novation for y ur 
business r levant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overc me the 
legisl tion barriers 
In your pi i n, are the firm’  manag rs directly involved 
in eco-innovation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your opinio , is the fir  collabor ting with R&D centers 
at a r gional level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for 
environ e tal R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answe to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Wast recove y (approx.): ______%
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ used to collect details about the eco-innovatio  projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovation *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 






☐ Orga izational Total Investment:_______________€ 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
 Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions savi g 
☐ Material or r sources substitutio  
Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
Main goal *: 
☐ Co t  saving 
☐ Market impr veme t 
 Environmental i provement 
☐ Green pro uct
Project management *: 
 The dea has bee  develo ed by the company (approx.):________%      
☐ Collab ration with R&D Centers (approx.): ________% 
Results *: 
 En rgy saving (approx.):________  Raw a erial s ving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emission saving (approx.):______% ☐ aste s v  (app ox.): ______% 
 Costs saving (approx.): ______%  Wast recove y (app ox.): ______% 
☐ Recycling improvement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short description of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* Information contained in an aste isk * will e publish   the pr ject website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The remaining informat on is confide ti l.
Table A5. Questions of the bri f in v ews th t re conducted with t m nagers of the firms in 
the framework of the eco-innov tion camp ign. 
Questions * Variables 
In your opini n, is the regio al policy for eco-inn vati n 
relevant for your business and is your company able to 
c mpete in the region in the framework of the regional 
policy? 
CF_STRA—Capability to lign the business 
strat gy with the regional p licy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovation for your 
business r levant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
F_REG—Firm capabilities t  overco e the 
l gislation barriers 
In your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly involved 
i  eco-innovation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your pinion, is the firm collaboratin  with R&D c nters 
at a region l level and is it able to ma age the 
communication activities for the eco-innovation promotion? 
CF_COL—C pability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and ublic/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Recycling im rovement ( pprox.):__ __%
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Table A4. Project data ‘sheets’ us d to collect details about the eco-innovation projects. 
Company *: 
LOGO of Photo *  
Eco-Innovatio  *: 
Website * 
☐ Finished    ☐ Ongoing (months):________ Place:______________ 
Starting date *:_________   Fi al date: _________ 





☐ Organizational Total Investm nt:_________ € 
Activity *: 
☐ Material or resources saving 
☐ Waste recovery 
☐ Emissions saving 
☐ Material or resources substitution 
☐ Industrial Symbiosis 
☐ Waste recycling 
M in goal *: 
☐ Costs saving 
☐ Mark t improvem nt 
☐ Environmental improvement 
☐ Green product 
P oject manag ment *: 
☐ The idea has been de eloped by the company (approx.):________%       
☐ Collaboration wi h R&D Centers (approx.): ______%  
Results *: 
☐ Energy ving (approx.):________% ☐ Raw material aving (approx.): _______% 
☐ Emis ion savi g (approx.):____ % ☐ Waste savi g ( pprox.): ______% 
☐ Costs sav ng (approx.): ______% ☐ Waste recovery (approx.): ______% 
☐ R cycling impr vement (approx.):_______% ☐ Other:____________________% 
Short descrip ion of the eco-innovation process or product *: 
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipment, process) *: 
* I form tio  contain d i  an sterisk * will b  published on the pr jec  website http://www.reco-
inno.fcirce.es. The re a ni g nformation s c nfide tial. 
Table A5. Qu stions of the bri f int rviews that were conducted w th the managers of the firms i  
 ra ework of the eco-innovatio ca paign. 
Questions * Varia les 
In r opinion, is the region l policy for co-innovation
rel vant f r your business and is y u  company able to 
c mpete in the region i the framework of the regional 
olic ? 
CF_STRA—Capability to align the business 
strategy with the regional policy for eco-
innovation (Strategy) 
In your opinion, are the barriers to ec -innovation for your 
bu iness r levant and is your company able to overcome the 
legal barriers? 
CF_REG—Firm a abilities to overc me the 
legislation barri rs 
I  your opinion, re the firm’s ma agers directly nvolved 
in eco-innovation projects and are leading them? 
CF_MANAG—Ma agerial capabilities and 
leadership for eco-innovation 
In your opinio , is the fir  collaborating with R&D c te s 
at a regional l vel a d is i  able to ma age the 
co munication activities f r the promotion? 
CF_COL—Capability to collaborate for 
environmental R&D and public/private 
communication for eco-innovation 
* Note: Respondents were asked to give an answer to each question and also to define their perception 
using a Likert scale. 
  
Oth r: __ _______%
Sh rt d sc ipt o f the eco-innova ion process or product *:
Technical Characteristics (technology, equipm nt, proc ss) *:
* Information contained in an ast risk * will be published on the r ject website http://www.reco-inno.fcirc .es. The remaining information is confidenti l.
Table A5. Questions of the brief int rviews th t wer conduc wi the m agers of the firms in the framewo k of the eco-innovation campaign.
Questions * Variables
In your opinion, is the regio al poli y for eco-in vation relevant for your busi ess a is your c mp ny able to
c m ete in the regi in th framew rk f the regional policy?
CF_S RA—Capability to li t busi ess strategy with the regional policy for
eco-innovation (Strategy)
In your opinion, are the barriers to eco-innovati n f r y ur business relev nt a d is your company able to
overcome the legal barriers? CF_REG—Firm capabilities to overcome the legislation barriers
In your opinion, are the firm’s managers directly involved in eco-innovation projec s and are leading them? CF_MANAG—Managerial capabilities and leadership for eco-innovation
In your opinion, is the firm collaborating w th R&D c nters at a regio al level and is it able t man ge the
communication activiti s for th eco-innova on prom tion?
CF_COL—Capability to collaborat for environmental R&D and public/private
communication for eco-innovation
* Note: Respondents were sk d t ive an answer o e ch questi n and also to define their perception using a Likert scale.
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